
 

 

COVID-19 Campus Repopulating Work Group 

Minutes 

 

July 24, 2020 

 

 

 

Present:  Darcey Kemp, Kathryn Senie, Joseph DaSilva, Deb Avery, Mike Cassesse, Chris Scott, Chief Rivera, 

Theresa Przybylowicz, Cliff Porter, Quiana Campbell, Keith Paul and David Buonora 

 

CFO Meeting Update  

Joe DaSilva gave the group an update from his CFO meeting on what other schools are doing 

regarding temperature taking, etc.  Unfortunately, he did not receive much input.  Most schools are still 

trying to figure out what to do and are still up in the air regarding temperature taking.  Our group 

thinks it would be best to continue the temperature taking for all B20 students/faculty/staff in the fall 

since students from those programs will be going to clinical sites. 

 

Chris Scott noted that he has had to turn away two students due to higher than normal temperature.  

More medical staff training for the individuals taking the temperatures would be helpful.  Clinical sites 

are proposing weekly COVID-19 testing for students coming on site.  He also noted that individuals 

are not wearing masks properly in B20. 

 

Mike Cassesse – if only one building continues temperature taking in the fall, we may have pushback 

from the union.  Both Mike and Theresa would rather see it done consistently across the board.  

Theresa will try to find out what our colleagues are doing.  

 

Darcey Kemp will do some research on technology that will handle the temperature taking process and 

report back to the group at an upcoming meeting.   

 

Before fall classes begin, it is important to have one central location with contact information for staff, 

faculty and students.  Should include email address, phone number and address.  Cliff Porter – IT can 

set up intranet site with this information which will not need VPN access – username/password only.  

Can include non-credit students as well.  Maintaining it will be challenge due to the number of 

adds/drops and it will need to be updated daily.  It can include a column with last date of attendance.   

 

Darcey noted that attendance tracking is critical for contact tracing.   

 

Attendance is not being taken in every section.  For this to work, it would have to be done in all 

classes.  There is a feature an attendance feature in Blackboard.  KC will have a conversation with 

Theresa Remillard and Matt Gravel regarding attendance protocols.   

 

WTCC submitted a revised proposal which was approved with the stipulation that they don’t start until 

after the second studio is complete.   

 
 

Next Steps/Follow up Items 

 

• Connect Repopulation plan with ERT Group 


